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To Steve Darling, HMRC by email       16 November 2018 

Dear Steve    

Addressing GMP inequalities: pensions tax issues 

Thank you for your recent email in our ongoing discussion on pensions tax issues that could arise if and when 

the inequalities caused by GMP are addressed.  The discussion started with our previous letter to the DWP 

GMP working party, shared with HMT and HMRC, which set out reasons why the required top-ups might 

cause unfair tax charges on scheme members, and significant and disproportionate burden on a very wide 

scale for scheme administrators and for HMRC.  We provided ideas for action by HMRC/government to avoid 

this, and you have confirmed you are looking at these ideas. 

As you know, on Friday 26 October the High Court delivered its judgment in the Lloyds Bank GMP 

inequalities case.  This confirmed that occupational pension schemes do need to uplift scheme benefits to 

remove inequalities that arise from GMPs.  Until the judgment, pension schemes did not have certainty 

on this, nor was it clear how, if equalisation were required, this should be achieved.  Although a 

number of issues remain to be resolved, we understand the need to equalise is now beyond doubt and 

pension schemes must take action to address this.   

These actions include addressing benefits already in payment for some time or due to be paid some time in 

the future – but also require immediate decisions on benefits being put into payment now.   

We would appreciate your urgent consideration of the new issues raised in this letter (briefly summarised here 

in Appendix 1), and welcome discussion with you on how best to move matters forward.  I will drop you a line 

separately to arrange a meeting. 

We will put this letter and the technical contents of our previous letter (briefly summarised in Appendix 2) on 

the ACA website for general access.  This is because of the widespread and urgent nature of the issue and in 

the hope that sharing our ideas will add some efficiency to a complex situation. 

This letter gives you  

1. a reminder of the uniqueness of this situation;  

2. evidence on the huge scale of the issue for the overall project;  

3. suggestions on the next steps for the issues already raised in our first letter, relating to the eventual top-

ups applied to members’ benefits; and 

4. help needed from HMRC following the judgment to avoid immediate problems with benefit payment – 

and a highlight of our top priorities currently. 

 

1. Unique nature of this situation 

The GMP liabilities that schemes hold are unequal because the State benefits that they substitute are unequal.  

Pension schemes established their benefit structures in line with the (very complex contracting-out) legislative 

requirements of the day – without the benefit of hindsight.  The requirement to remove inequalities in scheme 

benefits that arise from the unequal GMPs is being imposed upon schemes.  Never before has there been 

change of such a scale that is retroactive in nature, reaching back to the period 1990 – 1997.  Section 2 of this 

letter evidences the materiality of the exercise, but key big-picture points to consider are as follows:      

mailto:acahelp@aca.org.uk
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• This is not “data rectification”, nor correction of a “genuine error” in the usual sense.   

• Equalisation requires recalculation of benefit rights and consequent corrective top-ups.  Trustees and 

sponsoring employers can adopt different approaches to determining top-ups to satisfy the 

requirements1;and which is most appropriate may depend on scheme rules, scheme circumstances, 

funding, legal views/ advice and many other factors. 

• This will be neither simple nor quick to address.  A vast number of schemes and members are 

affected and there could be a huge range (technically and practically) of different solutions to satisfy 

two complex legislative requirements: contracting-out (delivery of GMP and anti-franking) and 

sex-equality.  There is also continuing legal uncertainty in relation to certain aspects; and real 

implementation challenges of data and complex calculations at a time when the pressures on 

resources are already stretched.  Appendix 3 offers more detail explaining why many schemes 

could be looking at several years to complete this project. 

• Because the change is retroactive in nature, there is no opportunity for individuals to manipulate 

their savings pattern to gain an advantage.  We acknowledge that HMRC may have concerns 

arounds conversion terms, but that is a separate matter that should be addressed separately.  

• For the rest of this letter we use the term “top-up” to mean the amount that the Court judgment 

requires in addition to “the main unequalised benefit”.   

For the reasons given above there may not be a unique top-up; and for many of the individuals 

potentially affected (whose benefit entitlement will have to be recalculated), the top-up may turn 

out to be tiny or nil. 

2. Evidence of materiality  

 It is worth bearing in mind that the issues being addressed can be put into three “buckets”:   

• attracting tax alongside, and proportionately to, the fact that they are getting more benefit – but some 

potentially tiny tax costing a lot to collect; 

• attracting tax without any new benefit (from a reshaping); 

• attracting substantial tax because of a tiny additional benefit; 

We appreciate that HMRC resource must focus on areas where the need for change is supported by 

compelling evidence.  We are honing specific cost issues on some aspects, but the following indicates the 

obvious seriousness and scale of the issues. 

The Court judgment affects any scheme with any member who accrued GMP between 17 May 1990 and 

5 April 1997.  Using public HMRC statistics2, we believe that this could, on a conservative basis, involve the 

following (HMRC has source information in NIRS2 to pin this down more exactly):  

• More than 3,000 different schemes 

Each scheme has its own circumstances and trust deed and rules – and lawyer.  HMRC included within its 

most recent Newsletter a reminder of the circumstances in which it will respond to Non-Statutory 

Clearance applications3.  We believe that, unless HMRC offers guidance in the areas we are requesting, 

far from the number of clearances reducing, it could increase very significantly - many of those 3,000 

schemes will submit clearance applications. 

 

                                                      
1 The judgment confirmed four different approaches, with subvariations, that would satisfy the sex equality requirements - but other 

satisfactory approaches might emerge particularly in different situations eg wind-up. 

2 HMRC’s Reconciliation work reported that c 6000 schemes have contracted out benefits, and somewhere between 20-26m individuals have 

a contracted out benefit. (SOURCE: 4.9.2018 GMP Forum 4 September 2018.)  Conservatively, we assume half the schemes and half the 
members fall out of the issue because (a) the scheme/member was contracted out only after 1997or before 1990, or (b) the scheme is a 
public sector scheme that successfully manages to argue that the equalisation issues do not emerge for it.  

3HMRC’s Newsletter 104 emphasises that it will only “answer enquiries in cases of genuine uncertainty”.  

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/pension-schemes-newsletter-104-for-october-2018
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• More than 10 million members  

Without easements or sympathetic interpretations, affected members could incur unreasonable 

unauthorised payment charges (eg arising only because the top-up is delivered after the main 

unequalised benefit and/or is an unorthodox shape) or protections could be lost (for pension age, lump 

sum rights or lifetime allowance).  And these consequences could follow a small adjustment that the 

member would rather forfeit – but the law (not tax law, but DWP law) does not permit this.  The tax 

administration costs of these will, in many instances, be disproportionate and wasteful. 

 

Affected members could be  

•  deferred pensioners or (limited) active accruers (i.e. with uncrystallised benefits), or; 

• pensioners and dependants (ie with crystallised benefits, needing not just future adjustment but 

arrears payments too).   

The relevant period ended 21 years ago, so one might guess at 5 million individuals with crystallised and 

a further 5 million individuals with uncrystallised benefits.  

Even though the top-up required for many individuals will be tiny (or indeed nil), the core cost to identify and 

implement top-ups will be significant.  This cannot be avoided, but the work from tax pitfalls, if unaddressed, 

could add to this hugely.  Many of these costs will typically be met by the employer, but if the government 

genuinely wishes to minimise the problem of struggling DB schemes4, it must seek to minimise costs 

associated with DB operation.   

We would also expect there to be considerable potential costs for HMRC in terms of answering queries from 

schemes and advisers (including clearances, as already noted), members and, quite possibly, MPs who are 

contacted with complaints and queries by their constituents.  All the top-ups will typically be subject to income 

tax – but due to possible misinterpretations, and/or the processes used, pension taxes (unauthorised payment 

charges, lifetime allowance charges) may be overpaid and need to be returned in future. 

 

2.  HOW TO PROGRESS THE “SOLUTION ISSUES” ALREADY RAISED  

As noted above ACA has already provided material on the potential interaction of the pensions tax regime and 

the required top-ups, highlighting regime areas needing addressing and proposing some actions.5 

We noted that, of the suggested actions, some might require law change, but not all.   

You have indicated to us several times that law change is unlikely at the present time given the pressure on 

resources caused by Brexit.  We therefore suggest immediate focus should be on the role you can play without 

law change.  These include the following6:  

• Some matters are ambiguous in law, resulting in several possible interpretations and hence uncertainty.  

If there is a most helpful and sensible interpretation, HMRC should publicly present it in guidance to 

avoid schemes having to put together many Clearance Applications and HMRC having to deal with them.  

• HMRC has Collection and Management Powers that it can exercise where applying the law “correctly” 

might be unduly expensive to administer eg where the cost of collection for HMRC would be more than 

                                                      
4 as discussed in its 2017 Green Paper 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/595103/security-and-sustainability-in-
defined-benefit-pension-schemes.pdf  

5 Our ideas focussed particularly on satisfying the equalisation requirement by a value-based approach with just a one-off adjustment, called 

D1 or D2 in the judgment.  In practice, following the judgment, many schemes are still expected to use this method but a significant 
proportion may decide to use an approach involving on-going year-by-year adjustments.  Some points would need tweaking for the latter 
group but the core principles raised still apply. 

6 Perhaps another appropriate tool is the Extra Statutory Concession? We appreciate that if anything HMRC has been withdrawing from this 

mechanism, and that it does require legal etc resources but not as much as primary legislation.  The description of its purpose includes 
“minor or transitory anomalies under the legislation .. where a statutory remedy would be difficult to devise or would run to a length out of 
proportion to the intrinsic importance of the matter “ 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/733377/Extra_Statutory_Concessions.pdf 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/595103/security-and-sustainability-in-defined-benefit-pension-schemes.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/595103/security-and-sustainability-in-defined-benefit-pension-schemes.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/733377/Extra_Statutory_Concessions.pdf
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the tax collected. This may be particularly relevant given the anomaly might be judged “temporary” in 

accordance with your guidance.  We can work with HMRC to identify all useful areas for this.  

It would be helpful to have a discussion with you as to the parameters for these, as soon as possible. 

(Some areas will need tax law change, in particular if schemes are to be able to use conversion (“option D2”) 

effectively.  So in the meantime if possible, it would be helpful if some work could proceed on principles for 

this, so you can roll out legislation when the resources emerge.) 

2. IMMEDIATE ISSUE 

Following the judgment confirming that equalisation is necessary, we are now in a “known unknown” 

phase.   

Schemes know that members with 1990-1997 GMPs will – if the numberwork so proves - be due a top-up.  

How much (if anything) may take a long time to determine.  In some cases it could be simple and quick, but for 

many schemes the exercise could take two years or longer – Appendix 3 explains why this seemingly long 

period is, in fact, quite reasonable. 

In the meantime, for the possible 5m non-pensioners, immediate activities are now hit by uncertainty – 

retirement, transfers, ill health lump sums, death payments, small benefit cash outs.   A range of 

pensions tax pitfalls arise specifically if paying out benefits that are known to be potentially only 

partial.  These add substantial difficulties in proceeding, for example: Could doing so lead to a member being 

paid a benefit that counts now or in retrospect as unauthorised triggering penal tax on the whole benefit7? 

Given that some scheme rules do not allow payment of unauthorised payments, could that instead make the 

whole payment invalid under the scheme rules? Could some members lose a lifetime protection and so suffer 

disproportionate tax charge? 

There has been some initial press comment about the uncertainties resulting in a freeze on transfers.  

Hopefully this will not be widespread given the statutory requirement to pay and the unthinkable impact on 

individuals – but there could be delays (within permitted time limits) as trustees take legal advice.  We are 

aware of trustees being advised to stop or delay other options that would normally be offered, with real-life 

impact on members.  Noting the crude estimate above of perhaps 5 million people with uncrystallised benefits.  

HMRC will find itself bombarded with questions from lawyers and schemes, requests and complaints 

unless it can pre-empt these with some use of guidance/easements.8 

Appendix 2 shows an initial list of the immediate problem areas where we hope HMRC might be able to 

find urgent solutions outside of legislative change eg through guidance.   

These - together with the reassurance requested on Lifetime Allowance protections in Appendix 1 – 

are particularly urgent, to enable members and trustees to proceed in the short term.  

PLEASE NOTE THAT this note does not pretend to be comprehensive. It does, however, draw out the issues 

we expect to be most pressing and we should like to engage in discussion with you.  We suggest the 

Association of Pensions Lawyers is involved on legal aspects to make solutions as usable as possible; and 

other industry bodies (including the insurers dealing with the bought-out benefits for winding-up/wound-up 

schemes in case we have missed any important situations needing help. 

We would appreciate your urgent consideration, and look forward to hearing from you.   Please contact me (on 

karen.goldschmidt@lcp.uk.com) or Jillian Pegrum (jillian.pegrum@aon.com) as committee co-vice chair. 

                                                      
7 There is no wish to delay payment of benefits either by Trustees or Administrators.  However, there is a resistance to making unauthorised 

payments due to the tax implications on both the member and the scheme – even if the Scheme rules allow then.  We would like to think that 
the Ombudsman would look differently at cases which have been caused by an error (where it would be reasonable to expect the 
Trustees/Administrators to make good that error including any additional tax costs of making an unauthorised payment) - compared to the 
current industry-wide clarification of the legislative requirements where it would seem unreasonable to expect the scheme to make good all 
of the resulting tax . 

8 The same knock-on issues potentially apply for benefits already settled before the ruling.  But they are different because the actions taken 

are already a matter of fact, rather than of decision now in the knowledge of the judgment.  HMRC may need to consider different toolkits for 
helping the different groups.    

mailto:karen.goldschmidt@lcp.uk.com
mailto:jillian.pegrum@aon.com
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Yours sincerely 

 

Karen Goldschmidt FIA 

Chair, ACA Pensions Taxation Committee 
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APPENDIX 1 – summary of “TOP-UP ISSUES” and aspirations for HMRC help via guidance, 

management powers, extra-statutory concession and law change 

More details on these are set out in our previous letter9. 

We ask that, ideally, HMRC agree a way that the top-ups: 

• should not cause any pre-existing lifetime allowance (LTA) protections to fail * 

EARLY REASSURANCE FROM HMRC ON THIS POINT WOULD BE PARTICULARLY HELPFUL; 

• should not cause the loss of the “deferred member carve out” in Annual Allowance AA calculations *; 

• should not – in the majority of cases - require previous LTA testing having to be revisited;  

• should be ignored in assessing how much AA has been or will be used up *;  

• should not cause any previously granted benefit to become unauthorised; and 

• to the extent some is in the form of arrears due (including interest as specified in the judgment), 

should count as authorised payments. 

And if conversion is used (called “method D2” in the judgment) as the delivery mechanism: 

• the conversion itself (typically to a higher starting pension rate) should not cause any of the above 

issues. 

 

[An additional point was raised in discussion with HMRC: Ideally none of the above would need revisiting of 

valuations as at past dates (5 April 2006 for Enhanced Protection, Primary Protection or protected lump sum 

rights, or 5 April 2014 or 2016 for Individual Protection) except where a material loss could otherwise arise to 

the member.]  

 

General points raised 

• If the pension tax issues are not properly addressed by HMRC there will be uncertainty, legal etc 

costs, unreasonable tax bills, unnecessary administration for schemes and for HMRC. 

• Proposition to support the items marked (*) above: the inequality top-up relates to benefits accrued in 

a period 1990 to 1997, so the GMP inequality adjustments count as pre-dating “A-day”. 

• GMP inequality solutions may well not be precise (but cannot be simplified in a way that would not 

itself result in discrimination) 

• The GMP inequality solution for any individual will not be uniquely defined.  So any HMRC approach 

needs to encompass a range of valid approaches. 

  

                                                      
9 Our ideas focussed particularly on satisfying the equalisation requirement by a value-based approach with just a one-off adjustment, called 

D1 or D2 in the judgment.  In practice, following the judgment, many schemes are still expected to use this method but a significant 
proportion may decide to use an approach involving on-going year-by-year adjustments.  Some points would need tweakingfor the latter 
group, but the core principles raised still apply. 
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APPENDIX 2 - GUIDANCE NEEDED TO HELP IMMEDIATE ISSUES (STRAW MAN) 

Trustees are likely to need to pay out “the unequalised main benefit” now, knowing that a top-up may be 

needed later.  The following are ideas relating specifically to the problems arising from having a two-stage 

payment.  

If the Trustees could ascertain the correct “equalised benefit” immediately and put it into payment, this raises a 

different set of issues – as listed in Appendix 1 and subject to our other letter, for which we are looking for 

holistic help from HMRC.  The below is notwithstanding whether that help is given; it is intended to help with 

putting core benefits in place now10,  ahead of the scheme determining what the top-up (if any) will be.   

See our further comments about this list in the main section of this letter.   

We hope HMRC can find a way specifically to confirm the following urgently -  applying only to 

members with GMP in the relevant period for whom benefits are now being paid; and provided the 

delayed top-up payment is made as soon as reasonably practical: 

1. For serious ill-health lump sums and for small benefit cash outs etc where there is an obligation that 

all entitlement (in the arrangement or in the scheme respectively) is extinguished by the lump sum, the 

delayed top-up payment is not considered a breach of the payment conditions. 

(For serious ill-health lump sums, the approach could be for HMRC to confirm that scheme trustees can 

deem that the outstanding top-up will be made in a separate arrangement, despite the nature of how it 

accrued and the strange shape involved - see 3.  That would mean the cash-out of the original 

unequalised benefit complies with the requirement to fully extinguish rights in its arrangement.) 

2. For members with scheme specific protection (lump sum rights or pension age) the delayed top-up 

(to the extent that it counts as pension or lump sum rather than a pension increase) would not be a 

breach of the requirement that all pension from the scheme must have the same entitlement date.  (ie 

that only one entitlement date would count, being the one relating to the main benefit before top-up.)  

3. For transfers from DB to DC of members following the transfer of the main benefit to DC, the 

outstanding benefit represented ultimately by a delayed top-up would not count in retrospect as a 

standalone uncrystallised DB benefit (which could, in isolation be a very strange shape).   In particular, 

for a member with Fixed Protection, that top-up would not during the delay period be subject to a test 

for “benefit accrual” (see PTM093700) that could cause FP to be lost.   

4. For death lump sums if the delayed top-up falls outside the “two-year deadline”, it would not move from 

being income tax free (but assessable against Lifetime Allowance), to being taxed at the recipient’s 

marginal tax rate.  

The above does not yet cover situations such as, once the top-up is identified: 

• the total small benefit cash out turns out to be more than the relevant limit, or the top-up to the TCLS 

falls outside the limited TCLS time-window; 

• the member has died or cannot be traced; 

• (for transfers) the receiving arrangement will not accept the top-up eg because the member has 

cashed out or the amount of the top up is nugatory. 

We suggest some underlying principles which might be useful for HMRC to consider in relation to the 

above issues: 

• When the main unequalised benefit is paid, if the trustees commit that the top-up benefit will also paid 

(albeit with an unavoidable delay and of as-yet unknown amount) and the member accepts the main 

benefit on this basis, could the full benefit entitlement count as arising at the time of the initial 

payment; with the top-up simply being a second instalment (effectively a debt to the member 

                                                      
10  The same knock-on issues potentially apply for benefits already settled before the ruling, where a top up will be paid in due course.  But 

those actions are already a matter of fact, rather than of decision now in the knowledge of the judgment.  HMRC may need to consider 
different toolkits for helping the different groups.    
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• OR: Can the Top-up due be treated as an unknown unknown (ie so that its missed payment is a 

“genuine error”), until the time the scheme is fully able to roll-out the benefit11.  This may open up the 

possibility of correction processes sanctioned by HMRC to “re-write” history for the correct benefit. 

It would be good if these principles can apply equally if the scheme chooses to classify the putting into place of 

the “main unequalised benefit” as a partial transfer/ partial retirement etc.  It might then be open to choose to 

deliver the top-up benefit in a different form (so for example, if following transfer of the main unequalised 

benefit, the top-up is worth less than £10,000 it might, subject to appropriate timing requirements12, be paid out 

as a one-off “small lump sum”. 

 

Finally (a matter that is more for Appendix 1 relating to the treatment of the top-up, but consistent with some of 

the points raised here): 

We note the 2009 regulations relating to “relevant accretion” - the situation where a scheme apparently 

secured all of a member’s benefit, by way of a transfer or purchase of a lifetime annuity or scheme pension 

with an insurer, but then discovers extra rights.  The provisions mean that (subject to various conditions) a 

payment made to the member, of up to £10,000 but fully extinguishing those extra rights, is an authorised 

benefit.  HMRC’s current guidance indicates that the term “relevant accretion” could include “ the scheme 

administrator becomes aware for the first time, of the member's entitlement to a further benefit, in 

circumstances where they could not reasonably have been expected to be aware of it at the time of the 

pension was purchased - for example following a court judgment relating to a defined benefits 

arrangement, or as might occur when implementing revised legal conclusions on the application of 

overriding sex equalisation legislation where the retrospective effect may lead to small additions to 

original benefit entitlements.”  One condition is that  “the scheme administrator had not been aware of the 

entitlement before the event  ..  and .. the scheme administrator could not reasonably have been expected to 

be aware of it before that event.”     

This would certainly seem to apply for events before the Lloyds judgement; it would be helpful if HMRC could 

deem that it still applies for events after the judgment until such time as the trustees have, as soon as is 

reasonably practical, determined the top-up that will apply.  Another condition under the regulations is that the 

payment is made no later than 6 months after the “relevant accretion” occurred.  Again it would be helpful if 

HMRC could give guidance that the relevant accretion is considered to “occur” (and hence the six-month 

window for payment starts) only once the trustees have, as soon as is reasonably practical, determined the 

top-up. 

  

                                                      
11 For example: PTM 063400 (Serious ill-health lump sums) says “The reference to extinguishing the member’s entitlement to benefits or to 

uncrystallised rights under the arrangement is to all the benefits or rights that could reasonably have been known about at the time of the 
payment. The lump sum will not cease to be an authorised payment purely because further entitlement is later created that could not have 
been known about at the time of the initial payment, for example, through a pay revision.”   
 There is similar wording (with “arrangement” substituted for “scheme” in PTM063500 (trivial commutation lump sums).  HMRC would need 
to confirm that for someone with a 1990-1997 GMP, the top-up counts – until finally determined by the trustees and payment is reasonably 
practical – as “reasonably unknown”. 

 

12 Which could be the later of three years from the first transfer, and the member reaching Normal Minimum Pension Age 
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APPENDIX 3 Reasons why schemes may take an extended period to establish and implement the 

appropriate benefit adjustments     

Legislative uncertainty/ decision making process 

At the moment we have: 

• a delay before it is decided whether the ruling will be appealed (this appeal period might be as short as 
21 days from the original judgment or could be extended); 

• the delay before the Consequential Hearing (dealing with some outstanding matters such as transfers 

out) which could be up to a year (and note that the judgment did not apply to schemes in wind_up); 

• the likelihood that, even post the Consequential Hearing, there will be a range of possible interpretations 

which could add to the complexity of any solutions unless the legal community are able to come to a 

consensus; 

• the fact that at the time of writing DWP’s guidance on D2 (conversion) is awaited – and might identify 

ways in which the conversion law needs to change. 

To the extent possible (if not delayed by the above): 

• employers and/or trustees will need to take legal advice on their possible options - A, B, C1 or C2 or D2, 

or other approaches if supportable or if the circumstances are very different from the Lloyds case); 

• take consulting and actuarial advice on the impact of the different approaches on the members involved 

and the funding/accounting implication – as well as what is proportionate and practical and can be 

delivered in the most cost-effective way;  

• then the trustees, usually together with the employer, decide the approach 

So even though it is now certain that benefits must be equalised for this tranche of GMP, there is much 

thought needed on how to put this into practice - during which time the amount due to any individual is 

uncertain.   

Real issues on gathering data 

In order to carry out the big picture advice, and to fix an individual’s position, the work can involve reaching 30 

years into the past.  

For example: identifying the top-up (if any) for a pensioner means tracing back benefits to the date of leaving 

contracted out pensionable service – which could be as early as 1990 – to identify/reconstruct the GMP and 

non GMP pension relating to the relevant period (splitting the non GMP part into relevant components for 

example if the scheme had a “Barber adjustment partway through);  following through his/her journey through 

to retirement including ER reductions, commutation for lump sum, perhaps augmentations etc and then 

increases granted in payment – and then working out the comparator journey.  

Pressure on resources 

There will be significant demand on finite resource within the pensions industry to be able to specify and 

program the detailed calculations required for each scheme, let alone identify the data described above. 

And there will be the need to identify any glitches (such as tax regime ones); to agree communications and set 

up administrative processes to deliver these. 

Desire to approach the project in a structured way: 

The trustees will wish to prioritise different aspects of GMP equalisation to minimise disruption to business as 

usual and take into account progress on GMP reconciliation and rectification; this all feeds into timescales.    

Trustees might in some cases want to deal with newly crystallising or transferring cases upfront so they can 

proceed “whole” and not raise some of the “IMMEDIATE ISSUES” that we list.  However balanced against this 

are that it would mean 
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• potentially using an approach that ultimately is different than for the bulk exercise – is this a reasonable 

approach for trustees? 

• diverting resources to do this from an efficient bulk job. 

And Trustees will not want to face the risk of future challenge that their approach to the top-up was unsound.  

So they need proper time to consider their actions (the pensions tax issues are just one part of the overall 

picture). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Disclaimer  

This document is intended to provide general information and guidance only. It does not constitute legal 

or business advice and should not be relied upon as such. Responding to or acting upon information or 

guidance in this document does not constitute or imply any client /advisor relationship between the 

Association of Consulting Actuaries and/or the Association of Consulting Actuaries Limited and any party, 

nor does the Association accept any liability to any person or organisation relating to the use of such 

information or guidance. 
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Page 1 of 8 GMP inequalities – pensions tax issues 

 

Explanatory note  (16 November 2018) to the following document 

This is a note that was sent in the past by ACA to the DWP Working Party as part of its 

work considering how inequalities arising from GMPs might be addressed.  This note 

appraised the DWP of some of the issues raised in this context by the pensions tax regime 

and possible solutions.  It was subsequently shared with HMT and HMRC. 

It was written some time before the Lloyds judgment confirmed that inequalities do have to 

be addressed and the possible methods available.   

It is now being shared with members to assist discussion and canvass further thoughts; 

alongside a letter we have written to HMRC post-judgment on additional the short-term 

issues arising. 

Our ideas focussed particularly on satisfying the equalisation requirement by a value-based 

approach with just a one-off adjustment, called D1 or D2 in the judgment.  In practice, 

following the judgment, many schemes are still expected to use this method but a significant 

proportion may decide to use an approach involving on-going year-by-year adjustments.  

Some points would need tweaking for the latter group but the core principles raised still 

apply. 
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Page 2 of 8 This paper, supplied by the Association of Consulting Actuaries to the Department for 

Work and Pensions GMP conversion working group, examines some pensions tax 

issues that will arise where GMP inequalities are addressed, whether through 

conversion or dual record keeping.  It makes proposals to minimise what could 

otherwise be a significant and disproportionate burden on scheme administrators and 

scheme members. 

The measures we believe are needed are a combination of: 

5. Changes to pensions tax legislation; and  

6. Confirmation from HMRC that it agrees certain principles from existing legislation. 

We highlight each of these by means of margin comments below.  We also make 

suggestions where we believe that no action is needed. 

Unless HMRC confirmation can be obtained each scheme will be left to take legal advice on 

many aspects and those legal advisers may feel in turn the need to write to HMRC for its 

views.  So if as many issues as possible are dealt with between HMRC and the working 

group now,  subsequent time will be saved for HMRC in removing the need for individual 

queries.  For schemes it will also save significant legal costs and delay. 

In summary what we would like the outcome to be is that adjustments aimed in good faith at 

addressing GMP inequalities, whether through conversion or dual record keeping: 

7. Should not result in previous Lifetime Allowance (LTA) testing having to be 

revisited; 

8. Should be ignored in assessing how much Annual Allowance (AA) has been or 

will be used up; 

9. Should not cause the loss of the “deferred member carve out” in AA 

calculations; 

10. Should not cause any pre-existing LTA protections to fail. 

Under conversion there is a one-off change to the level and shape of prospective benefits.  

Under dual record keeping, the manner in which prospective benefits increase over time may 

alter as one or more switches take place in the future to the advantaged sex.  Under both 

methods, for those whose benefits have crystallised, there may be an immediate uplift in 

benefits along with the possibility of a lump sum payment to compensate for inequalities in 

payments already received. 

 



 

 

 

Page 3 of 8 Both methods enable schemes to respond to the Department for Work and Pensions’ 

interpretation of the requirements of the 17 May 1990 Barber judgment as they relate to 

GMP inequalities.  We note in passing that we do not necessarily endorse the DWP’s 

interpretation.  However, we accept that schemes may wish to equalise in order to eliminate 

uncertainty and we understand that it is Government policy to encourage schemes that 

would like to equalise.  In that spirit, obstacles posed by the tax laws should be removed, 

especially where (as here) the administrative effort involved in compliance would far 

outweigh any tax revenue collected.    

1.  Some preliminary points 

1.1. The risks if the pension tax issues are not properly addressed 

It is important to ensure that any adjustments that may be required to member 

benefits in order to address GMP inequalities do not create unwanted or 

inappropriate tax issues.  Unless this is done, the already significant 

implementation costs associated with delivering a GMP inequality solution will 

increase yet further. 

Costs could arise to schemes in legal advice, the delays from uncertainties, extra 

calculations in relation to the tax implications, providing members with extra tax 

information that has little practical meaning; or in the worst case, generating extra 

and inappropriate tax bills and the administration that this causes.  The 

consequences for members could be that a large number have confusing extra 

paperwork sent to them, some have to pay small extra pensions tax bills, and a few 

have considerable extra tax bills. 

1.2. Proposition – the GMP inequality adjustments predate “A-day” 

Under the DWP’s interpretation of the Barber judgment an adjustment for GMP 

inequalities has been required since 17 May 1990, and so from that point members 

were entitled to whatever adjustment was appropriate to achieve equality in the 

scheme.  The nature of the adjustment could have been finalised at April 1997 

when GMP accrual ceased – so at that point members were entitled to an 

adjustment which could have been calculated.  This is well before the Finance Act 

2004 came into existence – although clearly many members might not have 

crystallised benefits by that time. 

Under the DWP’s interpretation, the benefits at 5 April 2006 should already reflect 

any GMP inequality adjustment.  This means that any adjustment made now should 

not create sudden pensions tax issues at the current time.  However, the logic of 

this argument means that an adjustment should have been factored into AA and / 

or LTA calculations carried out in the past.  We comment on this below. 



 

 

 

Page 4 of 8 1.3. The likelihood that GMP inequality solutions will not be precise 

Concern has been expressed in the past that LTA/AA easements to deal with other 

legislation (eg deferred revaluation) can be disapplied if benefit adjustments are 

anything other than exactly reflecting legislative requirements.  In most cases such 

exact application is impossible, and this will be particularly so with GMP inequality 

adjustments.  This is because firstly there is no prescribed GMP inequality solution. 

Secondly, whatever approach a scheme adopts, it is unlikely to be able to identify 

exact calculations, or may find them disproportionately costly.  For example:   

▪ In many cases schemes will not have the precise data, or the cost of collecting 

it will be disproportionate to any likely benefit due.  So the trustees will be using 

what they consider to be the best proxy for the right data.  They will therefore 

not be in a position to say whether the GMP inequality adjustment is higher or 

lower than one using precise data. 

▪ In some cases, it is possible that to simplify some elements of the calculation a 

more generous GMP inequality adjustment is granted than may strictly be 

required. 

Therefore, it should be recognised that the GMP inequality adjustments put through 

are likely to approximate to the strict adjustment that would be possible in a perfect 

world.  So linking any easements to theoretically correct calculations will not be 

practical.  It is important that any easements can be applied not just in the very rare 

cases that inequality calculations are exact, but in the vast majority of cases where 

the inequality adjustments reflect a reasonable (but unknown) approximation of the 

theoretical adjustment. 

2. Lifetime Allowance (LTA) issues 

2.1. LTA testing – where benefits are already in payment 

Treating an adjustment as having already happened for LTA purposes (for example 

giving rise to an increased entitlement at 5 April 2006) would strictly mean that LTA 

calculations already carried out for crystallisations since 5 April 2006 to the date the 

actual adjustment is made would need to be revisited. 

In most situations this is likely to result in no tax charge (because although a little 

more LTA would be used up, the member’s overall benefit is still within the total 

LTA), but for all situations it would entail additional administration work to prove this 

(and for consistency with general processes, it would be necessary to inform all 

members of the percentage of LTA used by the latest uplift). Therefore we suggest 

that when adjustments are made to already crystallised benefits because of a GMP 

Proposal: Law change so 

that LTA test is not applied 

to adjustments made to 

crystallised benefits 



 

 

 

Page 5 of 8 inequality exercise, no LTA test is made and consequently no further information or 

calculation requirements will apply.  We believe that the law needs to change to 

achieve this. 

Payment of arrears payments (arguably plus interest) as one off taxed lump sums 

are a common feature of these exercises – they would need to be accepted by 

HMRC as authorised payments (we believe that they should be covered under the 

Registered Pension Schemes (Authorised Payments - Arrears of Pension) 

Regulations 2006 (SI 2006/614) ). 

2.2. LTA testing – where benefits have yet to come into payment 

Where members have yet to crystallise benefits, we are not suggesting any special 

LTA easement.  Any LTA charge can be dealt with in the same way as charges for 

the unadjusted benefit, all in the usual test applied when the benefit crystallises. 

Some members will become subject to a higher LTA charge (or a LTA charge 

where none would have applied), but this is in the context of an increased benefit 

(and possibly higher pension commencement lump sum scope subject to the LTA), 

so on balance we think that giving these members no special treatment is 

reasonable. 

This does create an anomaly with those who have already crystallised benefits (see 

2.1. above), but given the likely scale of the adjustments we do not think this should 

be an issue. 

2.3. LTA protections  

The legislative references around LTA protections are silent as to the treatment of 

uplifts required under equalisation legislation.  In relation to Enhanced Protection 

(EP), following the logic of the DWP’s interpretation, a reasonable assumption 

ought to be that benefits had already been enhanced as at 5 April 2006 (even if the 

amount of that enhancement was not yet known).  So checking against EP 

“relevant benefit accrual” should be able to ignore a post-April 2006 implemented 

uplift for equalisation purposes.  However, currently the law does not exclude, from 

relevant benefit accrual, adjustments required as a result of a sex equality 

compliance exercise, such as that relating to GMP inequalities.13  We think that it 

should be changed so that EP is not lost. In addition, members applying for EP 

                                                      
13 By contrast there is a specific exemption in paragraph 12 of Schedule 36 of the Finance Act 2004 in relation to an 

“age-equality compliance exercise” which we mention in passing as a partial parallel to what we think should happen 
in relation to GMP inequality exercises. Whilst the description of such exercises is obviously different, the principle of 
not upsetting EP unless the exercise involves significant differences could be read across to the GMP inequalities 
context (where the differences would rarely be significant). 

Proposal: Law change if 

necessary so that arrears 

payments are authorised 

Proposal: No special LTA 

treatment for adjustments to 

uncrystallised benefits 

Proposal: Law change – the 

“relevant benefit accrual’ 

provisions should be 

adjusted so that EP is not 

lost 
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Page 6 of 8 might have been required to surrender uncrystallised rights above an overriding 

limit based on the maximum benefit permitted under pre-2006 rules (and had their 

benefits already been increased at 5 April 2006 due to a GMP inequality exercise, 

the increase might have been part of the benefit to be surrendered at the time) . For 

simplicity, any increase to benefits as a result of such a GMP inequality exercise 

would need to be allowed to stand (ie the allowable limit would need to include the 

inequality increase), and the EP application would not be invalidated. 

The “relevant statutory increase percentage” mentioned in relation to the DMCO 

(see 3. below) also applies when determining whether Fixed Protection 2012, 2014 

and 2016 continue to hold.  So hopefully any GMP inequality adjustment will not 

cause such protections to be lost. 

In relation to Primary Protection (PP), Individual Protection 2014 and 2016, one can 

make an argument that individuals should be able to update the amount taken into 

account for application purposes to reflect the GMP inequality adjustment.  

However, given the likely scale of the adjustments we suggest that this is 

unnecessary. This will mean that such members would eventually be subject to 

higher LTA charges as a result of the GMP inequality adjustment, but this is 

consistent with the position in 2.2 above.  As noted for EP above, benefits at 5 April 

2006 might have been limited . Again we suggest that any increase to benefits now 

awarded as a result of the GMP inequality exercise would need to be allowed to 

stand. 

3. Annual allowance (AA) issues 

Continuing with the logic of the DWP’s interpretation, the same argument as above (that the 

enhancement relates to an accrual that took place well before the current allowances regime 

and should have limited areas where it gives rise to one of the related taxes) would apply for 

the AA as well – the starting level at the beginning of the first Pension Input Period (PIP) 

after 5 April 2006 would have reflected the adjustment, so future Pension Input Amounts 

(PIAs) would then broadly reflect just the salary increase in excess of CPI on the uplift that 

should have been awarded. 

For AA purposes going forward, we therefore suggest that in the PIP in which the GMP 

inequality adjustment is confirmed the opening value should be amended to reflect the GMP 

inequality adjustment that has taken place within the PIP.  There should be no requirement 

to redo past calculations.  

There could be a small missed opportunity to generate additional AA charges in respect of 

past years (more likely the years since 2011), but the administration cost for schemes of 

Proposal: HMRC to confirm 

that FP is not lost 

Proposal: No special 

treatment for PP and IP 

Proposal: Law change – 

adjust the opening value in 

PIA calculation 



 

 

 

Page 7 of 8 revising all past AA calculations for those who were active in DB/CB schemes would be a 

severe headache and totally disproportionate to any tax arising. 

If the GMP inequality adjustment arises for those who have already crystallised benefits, 

there should be no AA impact (unless the adjustment occurs in the final pension input 

period).  It would be helpful if HMRC could confirm that  whenever all benefits have been 

crystallised in an arrangement, no additional input needs to be assessed. 

The application of the sex equality rule as set out in section 67 of the Equality Act 2010 

(whether for defined benefit (DB) or cash balance (CB)) is treated as a statutory revaluation 

for the purpose of the deferred member carve out (DMCO) for AA purposes.14  Although this 

might be argued as contradicting the proposition above that any such adjustment would 

already have taken place before someone became deferred, it is a welcome provision that 

may mean that the DMCO would not need to be amended to confirm GMP inequality 

adjustments do not cause the DMCO to be lost. Indeed this part of the legislation is merely 

being used to confirm that application of the sex equality rule does not impact on the DMCO.  

It would be helpful if HMRC confirms this reading. 

4. Equalisation achieved through GMP conversion 

It is important to remember that GMP conversion is simply a delivery mechanism when 

addressing GMP inequalities.  Conversion does not intrinsically change the value of a 

member’s benefits.  It is simply easing administration by simplifying the form of the benefit. 

There is nothing currently in Finance Act provisions to carve out benefit changes arising from 

GMP conversion.  However, as mentioned in 2.3. and 3. above, there are some protections 

in place in relation to the application of a sex equality rule.  We therefore believe that the 

pensions tax legislation should make clear that adjustments to benefits as a result of a GMP 

inequality exercise delivered through GMP conversion should similarly fall within allowable 

increases driven by the application of the sex equality rule.  

We believe that GMP conversion will almost universally occur as part of a GMP inequality 

exercise (so there is strong argument for reading the combined exercise as a sex equality 

adjustment).  In addition, the GMP conversion legislation contains no requirement for 

consent, so it would not be appropriate to create additional tax charges from a solution 

imposed on members.    

                                                      
14 See item (e) in the definition of “the relevant statutory increase percentage” in section 234(5C) of the Finance Act 

2004.  

Proposal: HMRC to confirm 

no PIA for crystallised 

benefits  
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Page 8 of 8 We believe that it may be possible to interpret the current legislation so that GMP conversion 

is regarded as equalisation, in which case an overall adjustment addressing GMP 

inequalities whilst converting GMPs would fall as a ‘sex equality adjustment’.  If the 

legislation cannot be interpreted in this way, we believe it would not be difficult to amend it in 

order to specifically make the same point. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Disclaimer 

This paper is intended to provide general information and guidance only.  It has been 

provided by volunteers on behalf of the Association of Consulting Actuaries Limited to 

assist in the deliberations of the GMP conversion working group.  It does not constitute 

legal or business advice and should not be relied upon as such.  Responding to or acting 

upon information or guidance in this paper does not constitute or imply any client 

/advisor relationship between the Association of Consulting Actuaries Limited and any 

party, nor does the Association accept any liability to any person or organisation relating 

to the use of such information or guidance. 
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